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Abstract—Every company wants to improve the way it does
business, or produce things more efficiently, and make greater
profit. Therefore, business processes have become subject to
evolutionary changes, which in turn increase the need for an
efficient change support. In this sense, many researches were
conducted to deal with business process adaptation to changes.
The latter may result in the restructuring of the whole or a
part of the process. Most of the proposed approaches focus on
adaptation to changes in centralized processes. In sharp con-
trast to these works, our operation of change adaptation that
we present in this paper, concerns decentralized orchestrations.
Indeed, many recent approaches were proposed to decompose a
composite web service into small partitions. Since the activities,
the control and data flows are distributed over these partitions,
it becomes difficult to specify the changes directly. Moreover,
changing a derived partition may affect the way it interacts
with others. In order to overcome these deficiencies, we propose
a design-time methodology to support changes in decentralized
business processes. We mainly demonstrate how to propagate
the changes made on a centralized specification of composite
web service to its resulting decentralized sub-processes.

Keywords-decentralized orchestration, business process,
change propagation, web service.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a proven
collection of principles for structuring large-scale systems
in order to improve manageability and to streamline change.
One of the pillars of the SOA is its ability to rapidly
compose multiple services into an added-value business
process, and then to expose the resulting composition as
a composite service[1]. Despite the decentralized nature of
the context of the B2B and B2C interactions, the conception
and implementation of a typical business process rely on a
centralized execution setting. The relevant research literature
on business management confirms that the decentralization
of business processes is a critical need for several reasons
[1].
In a previous work, we proposed an approach to partition a
composite web service [2], [3], [4]. The partitioning trans-
forms the centralized process into behaviorally equivalent
distributed sub-processes each of which related to a criteria.
These partitions are executed independently at distributed
locations and can be invoked remotely. They directly interact
with each other using asynchronous messaging without

any centralized control. The flexibility introduced by the
derived decentralized processes on the other hand raises
new requirements like adaptation to change. Neither our
approach or similar approaches on decentralization deal with
the problem of change propagation after partitioning.
However, in today’s dynamic business world, the economic
success of an enterprise increasingly depends on its ability
to react to changes within its environment in a quick and
flexible way [5]. Therefore, a critical challenge for the com-
petitiveness of any enterprise is its ability to quickly react to
business process changes and to adequately deal with them
[6]. Causes for these changes can be manifold and include
the introduction of new laws, market dynamics, or changes
in customers’ attitudes [7]. For these reasons, companies
have recognized business agility as a competitive advantage,
which is fundamental for being able to successfully cope
with business trends.
Changes may range from simple modifications of the process
to a complete restructuring of the business process to im-
prove efficiency. In the context of the decentralized service
orchestrations, applying these changes in a straightforward
manner on the derived orchestration partitions is a complex
maintenance task, since the control and data flows are
decomposed over multiple partitions. In this sense, this
paper presents a method for adaptation to change in the
decentralized composite web services. In sharp contrast to
previous works [8], [9], [10], [11], our change adaptation
concerns decentralized orchestrations. Given a well-behaved
structural update on a centralized orchestration, our approach
automates the change forward propagationthat consistently
propagates the update to the derived decentralized partitions.
This includes the identification of the partitions concerned
by the modification, and the incorporation of the necessary
changes in each of them. The main advantage of this method,
is that only concerned partitions by the change are affected,
and there is no need to recompute the whole decentralization
or redeploy all the partitions.
The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. SectionII
introduces a motivating example to illustrate the importance
of change adaptation in decentralized orchestrations. We
adopt this example to explains the different steps of our
approach. Section III presents the formal definitions needed
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Figure 1. Process example

to provide a generic approach, while section IV details our
adaptation to change mechanism for the decentralized pro-
cesses. After a reviewing of the properties of our approach
in Section V and its evaluation, the section VI and VII we
discuss the related works, summarize the contribution and
outline future directions.

II. M OTIVATING EXAMPLE

The composite web services are generally captured by
means of an orchestration model: a process model in which
each activity represents either an intermediate work step
(e.g. a data transformation) or an interaction with one of
the services participating in the composition (thecomponent
services). The process model specifies the control-flow and
data-flow relations between activities, using a specialized
language such as the Business Process Execution Language
(WS-BPEL) or the Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN).
To motivate and illustrate the method presented in this
paper, we make use of a sample orchestration (cf. Figure 1).
The corresponding process model is captured in the BPMN
notation, and it includes both control and data dependencies.
The process is represented by a directed acyclic graph
where nodes are activities or control patterns and edges are
data or control dependencies. Activities are depicted with
boxes with the activity name inside and the web service it
refers to. The arcs between boxes describe the dependencies.
This leads to a well defined chronological execution of the

activities. In this example, we consider that services are
known in advance. In particular this process represents a
collaboration with four servicess1, s2, s3 ands4. Data edges
are represented by dashed arrows, and each control pattern
has an identifier. Aftera1 termination, the datad1 is sent
to a4, then a2 or a3 or both of them are executed. This
execution terminates when it reaches the terminate state.
Based on our partitioning techniques presented in [2], [3],
Figure 2 depicts a decentralized execution settings for the
process example of Figure 1. The latter is partitioned into
four partitions that are executed by four distributed or-
chestrators (preferably collocated with the web services).
Each partitionPs is responsible for all activities that are
delegated to a given service and defines the relationships
between them. The connectivity between activities of the
centralized process is translated to that between activities of
different partitions, through asynchronous message exchange
mechanism. This includes data and control links (dashed
arrows) represented byc1, c2, and d1, d7 respectively.
The schema, illustrates only a part of the interconnection
mechanism.

Now, consider that the designer wants to make some
changes, which result in a restructuring of the process
activities. Specifying these changes directly on the decen-
tralized partitions is a complex and error-prone task. Indeed,
the activities are distributed over partitions, and a local
change on a partition may affect other partitions, since they
are related. Hence, it is more easier to apply the changes
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Figure 2. Decentralized partitions

on the centralized specification, and then propagate these
modifications to the derived partitions with respect to control
and data flows.
Let’s consider the example depicted in Figure 1, and suppose
that the fragmentF (gray box, consisting ofORsp5, a10,
a11, a17 andORj5) should be replaced by the fragmentF ′
(consisting ofANDsp6, a25, a26, a27 and ANDj5). The
data link, initially connectinga17 anda23 is modified by a
data link betweena25 anda23. Obviously, this replacement
would affect mainly the partitionsPs2 and Ps4, since the
modification includes only activities invokings2 and s4

respectively (c.f. Figure 2). As can seen in the above
example, the changes on the centralized specification, results
in restructuring of the concerned derived partitions. Theycan
either be done as an insertion, an update or a deletion of
tasks. In Figure 2, the gray boxes in partitionsPs2 andPs4,
represent the fragments which are affected by the change.
These fragments are sub-processes withsingle entry/single
exit and should be replaced by the updated fragments. To
conclude, the main problem behind this change is:(i) How
to identify the concerned partitions, and in each partition
the fragments to be changed or restructured?(ii) How
the concerned activities and control patterns are deleted or
updated?(iii) Where to insert the new fragments and how?
(iv) Finally, how to update the communications with other

partitions to preserve the semantics of the initial process?

III. F ORMAL MODEL

In order to provide a generic approach for change
adaptation in the decentralized business processes, we
adopt a high level reasoning using an abstract notation. A
process is specified in an abstract way (e.g. using a graph
based formalism), and mapped onto the implementation
level. We do not presume any particular process modeling
approach, but simply assume that the basic elements of a
process can be specified in an abstract way to be translated
to an executable process language (i.e. process structure in
terms of atomic activities and sub-processes, dependencies
between the steps of a process, etc). By definition,
a process which specifies a web service composition
defines the relationship between service invocations. This
relationship may characterize either the control or data flow
structure.

Definition 1 (Process):Formally, a processP is a tuple
(O, D , Ec, Ed, S) where

• O is a set of objects which can be partitioned into
disjoints sets of activitiesA, events (start and end)
and control patternsCT R,

• D is a set of data,



• Ec is a set of control edges where,Ec ⊂ O×O.
• Ed is a a set of data edges where,Ed ⊂ A×A×D,
• S is the set of services invoked by the process.
In this paper, we consider that the processes are structured

[12]. This means that different activities are structured
through control elements such as AND-split, OR-split,
AND-join, OR-join, etc., and for each split element, there is
a corresponding join element of the same type. Additionally,
the split-join pairs are properly nested. The process, has a
single entry and a single exit. A process activity consists of
a one-way or a bidirectional interaction with a service via
the invocation of one of its operations. In conversational
compositions, different operations of a service can be
invoked with the execution of different activities. The set
of activities that refer to the same services is denoted
As | s ∈ S. A control edge characterizes the mapping
relationship while a data edge characterizes the mapping
relation of the output and the input values of two activities.

Definition 2 (Activity): An activity ai∈As is a tuple (In,
Out, s) where In⊂D is the set ofai’s intputs andOut
⊂ D is the set ofai’s outputs,s is the service invoked byai.

Activities are related to each other and are dependent
on each other. These dependencies are intra-process.
Dependencies may also exist across processes and are
referred to as inter-process dependencies. A path between
two objects (activity, event or control pattern) is defined by
the set of edges which link them. We define thepreset
(postset) of an activity ai, denoted•ai (ai•), as the set
of activities which may executejust before (after)ai and
related to it by a set of control dependencies.

Definition 3 (Path):The path between two objectsoi and
oj is defined bypathij=e1,e2,...en ∈ Ec where∀k, 1≤k<n,
target(ek) = source(ek+1) ∧ source(e1)=oi ∧ cible(en)=oj .

Definition 4 (Preset):•ai ={aj ∈ A|∃ pathji =
e1,e2,...en ⊂ Ec where∀k, 1<k<n, target(ek), source(ek),
target(e1), source(en) ∈CT R}.

Definition 5 (Postset):ai• ={aj ∈ A|∃ pathij =
e1,e2,...en ⊂ Ec where∀k, 1 <k<n, target(ek),source(ek),
target(e1), source(en) ∈CT R }.

The partitioning of a composite web service, leads to a
set of interconnected partitions, each of which defines the
relationship between the objects it includes. Each partition
communicates with other partitions using the interaction
patterns (i.e. send, receive..) [13].

Definition 6 (Partition): A sub-process or a partition is a
tuple Ps = (Os, Ds, Ecs, Eds) where

• Os is a set of objects ofPs. Os ⊂ O ∪ Adummy(i)

whereAdummy(s) is a set of dummy activities. Dummy
activity is an activity with zero execution time (used for
synchronization).

• Ds⊂D∪Sync, where Sync is a set of control data
necessary for synchronization with other partitions.

• Ecs is the set of control edges,Ec ⊂Os×Os,
• Eds is the set of data edges,Ed ⊂As×A×Ds. (control

edges between partitions are transformed to data edges
since they are routed in messages).

• s ∈ S is the set of services invoked by the partition.

Example: The definition ofPs1 (c.f. figure 2) is the tuple
Ps1 = (Os1, Ds1, Ecs1, Eds1) where,

• Os1 = {a1,8,9,15,12, adummy1, start1, end1,
OR1,2,3,4sp, OR1,2,3,4j}.

• Ds1 = {d1,d5,..}
• Ecs1 = {estart,a1

, ea1,OR1sp
, eOR1sp,OR2sp

,
eOR1sp,OR3sp

, ...}.
• Eds1 = {c1, c2, ea1:Ps1,a4:Ps4

(i.e. d1)}

Next, we define the transitivepostset(resp., transitive
preset) of an activityai denotedT ai• (•T ai), as the set
of activities in the same partition asai, which may execute
just after (before) it, and linked to it by a set of control
dependencies. In the centralized process, the path between
ai and its transitivepostset(resp., transitivepreset) may
include other activities of other partitions.

Definition 7 (Transitive postset):Formally, for an activ-
ity ai ∈ Pck, is T ai• = {aj ∈ Pck| pathij = e1,e2,...en ⊂
Ec st∀ 1<k<n, target(ek), source(ek), target(e1), source(en)
/∈Ack}.

Definition 8 (Transitive Preset):Formally, for an activity
ai ∈ Pck •T ai = {aj ∈ Pck| pathji = e1,e2,...en ⊂ Ec
st ∀ 1<k<n, target(ek), source(ek), target(e1), source(en)
/∈Ack}.

IV. CHANGE PROPAGATION

In this section, we present our methodology for
decentralized business processes adaptation to change. We
remind that our approach concerns only already partitioned
processes. This means that we do not seek to provide
a change support for a centralized process. Instead, we
demonstrate how to propagate the changes made on a
centralized specification of a composite web service to
its resulting decentralized sub-processes. The approach
is structured as follows. First the designer specifies the
changes using the centralized process specification, then
we compute the new configurations of the decentralized
fragments enclosing the changes. Finally, we propagate
the changes to the concerned partitions. In this way, only
the fragments which are concerned by the changes would
be affected. Moreover, there is no need to re-partition the
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centralized process and re-deploy all the derived partitions.

A. Change operations

In general, process models can be decomposed into SESE
fragments [14]. A SESE fragment is a non-empty subgraph
in the process model with a single entry and a single exit
edge [15]. For every change in the process model, there
is at least one enclosing fragment. Here, we consider only
the smallest fragment that encloses the changes. This can
be achieved using the process structure tree (PST) [14]. In
the following, we consider that the fragments enclosing the
changes are already identified (the identification issue is out
of scope of this paper). Formally, a fragment has the same
definition as a process (c.f. definition 1), except it has no
start and end events, instead it has one entry and one exit
edges. We can resume the changes that can be made on a
process model, by three formal operations as follows:

• Insert(fragment, entry, exit): this operation is used to
insert a new fragment into the process. This fragment
should be inserted between theentry and exit edges
in the centralized process model.

• Delete(entry,exit): this operation is used for the deletion
of the fragment between theentry and exit edges in
the centralized process model.

• Update(fragment,entry,exit): this operation updates
the existing fragment betweenentry and exit edges
in the centralized process model, and replace it by
fragment. This operation can also be replaced by the
two consecutive operationsdelete(entry, exit) and

insert(fragment, entry, exit).

It should be noted that a fragment ranges from a simple
activity to a enhancedstructuredsub-process with a single
entry/single exit. Let’s consider the example of figure 1.
The fragmentF ′ to add in the process model is defined
by F ′ = (OF ′, DF ′, EcF ′, EdF ′, SF ′) and the fragment
to delete is defined byF = (OF , DF , EcF , EdF , SF ).
Then, the change operation is defined by Update(F ′,
F .entry, F .exit) whereF .entry = ea5,OR5sp

andF .exit
= ea17,OR5j

∈EcB . This operation can also be transformed
as follows:

Update(F ′, F .entry, F .exit)⇒ Delete(F .entry, F .exit)
∧ Insert(F ′, F .entry, F .exit).

B. Change adaptation

This section describes the different steps to propagate
the changes made on the centralized process model to the
derived decentralized partitions. To have a better understand-
ing, we refer to the motivating example depicted in Figure
1) to illustrate the adaptation process, then we detail our
approach using a generic process model.
We remind that we want to replace the fragmentF in the
centralized process by the fragmentF ′. For this purpose,
we first identify the partitions affected by this change using
activities identifiers. For instance, the deletion of activity
a10 : s4 in F or the insertion of the new activitya25 : s2

in F ′ means the deletion or the insertion of the same
activities fromPs4 or to Ps2 respectively. The second step,



is to identify the blocs of activities to change inside the
affected partitions. Indeed, a simple change in a partition
may result in other modifications (including interactions with
other partitions or control patterns). For example (c.f. figure
2), the deletion of the activitya11 in Ps2 results in the
deletion of all the fragment enclosed betweenOR5sp and
OR5j since the other activity in parallel with it, is dummy.
For each identified fragment, we notice the entry and the exit
edges. Two use cases are possible: the fragment is updated
and replaced by another fragment, or deleted. Using the new
fragmentF ′, the next step is to determine what to insert in
each partition. For this purpose, we have to partitionF ′.

P Update(F", F.entry, F.exit)

PS4
Update(F"2, F2.entry, F2.exit)

PS2
Update(F"1, F1.entry, F1.exit)

Figure 4. Operation transformation

As can seen in Figure 3, the partitioning of the fragment
F ′, leads to two fragmentsF ′1 andF ′2, connected by a
control edgec4 (for more details about the decentralization
process refer to [2]). The affected fragments by the change
are respectively,F1 and F2, and therefore, the initial
change operation is transformed into two updates onPs2

andPs4 respectively. Figure 4 illustrates the transformation
operation, whereF1 is updated byF ′1 in Ps2 andF2 is
updated byF ′2 in Ps4.

Now, consider a general example of a centralized process
model P , as depicted in Figure 5. The process model is
structured through split and join patterns, and enclosed with
a start / end events. The partitioning of this process, results
in |S| interconnected partitionsPI , PJ , PK , etc, each of
which executed by a separate orchestrator (c.f. Figure 6).
The steps toward change propagation are as follows:

 pattern 

join i

Fragment F

 pattern 

split i

Fragment F"

 pattern

split k
 pattern 

join k

 Change 

Entry

Edge

Exit

Edge

..................

Figure 5. generic process example

1- Change specification: the designer specifies the
changes to do using change operations: Insert, Delete
and Update. If the operation is a delete, then he has
to indicate the concerned fragment (i.e. in figure 5
Delete(Entryedge, Exitedge)). If the operation is an
Insert, then he has to specify the fragment to add and
in which place in the process model (i.e. in figure 5
Insert(F ′, Entryedge, Exitedge)). Otherwise, he has to
specify both the fragment to update and the new fragment
to insert (i.e. in Figure 5Update(F ′,F .entry,F .exit)).
Next, we consider the Update operation since it is more
general and includes the two other operations.

2- Partitions identification: Using the fragmentsF and
F ′, we identify all the partitions that would be affected
by the change. Indeed, during partitioning, each activity
is assigned to a partition upon to a certain criteria. If the
activity responds to the criteria of the partition then it would
be assigned to it (i.e. activities having the same role, or
invoking the same service). So, using the criteria assigned
to each activity we can determine the partition it would
belong to. By this way, each partition having a criteria
of one ofF orF ′ activities would be affected by the change.

3- Fragments partitioning: this step consists in
decentralizing separately the fragmentsF ′ and F into
interconnected sub-fragments, using partitioning techniques
for structured processes. In figure 6, we take into
consideration only the sub-fragmentsFPJ ′, FPK ′, FPI

and FPJ , since they cover the three possible scenarios:
insert, delete or update a sub-fragment into a partition.

4- Change translation: After F and F ′ partitioning,
change operation for the process model is decomposed
into one or more change operations. Each operation
represents the change to make on the corresponding
partition. The generic formula for operation transformation
is operation(x, y, ..) ⇒ operation1(x1, y1, ..) ∧ ...∧
operation2(x2, y2, ...), whereoperationi is the change to
apply to partitionPi. For instance, the generated change
operations on partitionsPI , PJ andPK are as follows:

UpdateP (F ′, F .entry, F .exit) ⇒ UpdatePJ(F ′PJ ,
FPJ .entry, FPJ .exit) ∧ DeletePI(FPI .entry,
FPI .exit) ∧ InsertPK(F ′PK , entry, exit).

It should be noticed, that the entry and the exit of the
Insert construct should be computed (next step).

5- Partitions adaptation to change: This step consists in
applying the changes to the corresponding partitions. For
this purpose, we first, have to determine exactly where to
insert the sub-fragmentsFPJ ′, FPK ′. The first scenario
related to the update ofFPJ ′ in PJ is simple, since we
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already know the entry and exit edges ofFPJ . So, we have
just to look for these edges in the partition and replace
all the fragment between them by the fragmentFPJ ′.
The deletion of the latter, implies the deletion of all the
interactions with other activities in the same partition or
other partitions. The partitions which interact with any
activity concerned by the change is also concerned by
the change, since we have to update its corresponding
interaction edges. Formally, the update ofFPJ in a PJ by
FPJ ′ corresponds to the deletion of all objectso ∈ OFPJ

,
edgese ∈ EcFPJ

∪ EdFP J
, and data, and their substitution

by the objects, edges, and data ofF ′PJ .
The Delete operation application is similar to the update,
except that we do not insert a new sub-fragment. We simply
look for the entry and exit ofFPI in the partitionPI . Then
we delete the sub-fragment between them. If the entry edge
of the sub-fragment to delete, is linked to a (choice or
parallel) split control patterns (outside the sub-fragment),
and the exit edge is linked to its corresponding join
element, then we look if the other branches linking these
two elements include only dummy activities or not. If yes
then we delete these two patterns. We iterate this operation
on each nested constructs linking the sub-fragmentFPI

to its transitive preset •TFPI
and postset TFPI

• (c.f.
definition 7, 8) (we extend the definition of transitive
postset (transitive preset) to that between a fragment and
its subsequent (previous) activities). Otherwise, we replace
the sub-fragment to delete, by a dummy activity.
Now, to insert sub-fragmentFK ′ in the partitionPK , we
have to identify theentry andexit edges. For this purpose,
we first compute the transitive preset and postset ofFK ′
in PK (•FK ′, FK ′•). Then, we identify all the control
patterns that link them in the centralized process model.

Next, we identify each split patternctr in this control path
linking it to its FK ′•, such asctr is in the path linking
it to its •F ′K (ctr is the correspondent join element of
ctr). For eachchoicectr found, we look if it already exists
in the partition. If yes, we just add a new branch linking
ctr to ctr in which we putF ′K . If no, we add it and its
correspondingctr, then we put theF ′K between them (in
parallel with a dummy activity). In some cases, the update
or the insertion of a fragment may result in the creation of
a new partition or the deletion of an existing partition.

The propagation of the changes made on the centralized
process to the derived decentralized partitions are formally
described by three rules. These rules include all the steps
mentioned previously. According to the change operation
(update, delete or insert), we execute the corresponding
actions. These actions represent the identification of the
affected partitions by the change, the identification of
the fragments to be changed in these partitions and the
modifications to apply. The modifications range from the
change operations to apply on the concerned partitions to
the update of the interactions with other partitions. In these
rules dec(F) is a function that returns the decentralized
sub-fragments of the fragmentF .

Rule 1
Operation: Deletep(F .entry, F .exit), F ⊂ p
Actions:
∀ Fi ∈ dec(F), pi←IdentifyPartitionOf(Fi)
∀ Fi ∈ dec(F), (entryi, exiti)←IdentifyIn(Fi, pi)
∀ Fi ∈ dec(F), Deletepi

(entryi, exiti)
∀aj ∈ •F , ∀ak ∈ F• update connection(aj, ak)



Rule 2
Operations: Insertp(F ′, entry, exit)
Actions:
∀ Fi′ ∈ dec(F ′), pi←IdentifyPartitionOf(F ′i)
∀ Fi′ ∈ dec(F ′), (entryi, exiti)←IdentifyIn(Fi′, pi)
∀ Fi′ ∈ dec(F ′), Insertpi

(Fi′, entryi, exiti)
∀aj ∈ •F ′, update connection(aj, F ′)
∀ak ∈ F ′• update connection(F ′, ak)

Rule 3
Operations: Updatep(F ′, F .entry, F .exit), F ⊂ p
Actions:
∀Fi′ ∈ dec(F ′), pi←IdentifyPartitionOf(F ′i)
∀Fj∈ dec(F), pj←IdentifyPartitionOf(Fj)
∀ Fi ∈ dec(F), (entryi, exiti)←IdentifyIn(Fi, pi)
∀Fi∈ dec(F), ∀Fj′∈ dec(F ′) s.t. pi=pj , Updatepi

(Fj ′,
entryi, exiti)
∀Fj ′∈ dec(F ′) s.t. ∄Fi∈ dec(F)∧pi 6= pj , Insertpj

(Fj ′,
entryj , exitj) where (entryj , exitj)←IdentifyIn(Fj′,
pj)
∀Fi∈ dec(F) s.t. ∄Fj′∈ dec(F ′)∧pi 6= pj , Deletepj

(Fi,
entryi, exiti) where (entryi, exiti)←IdentifyIn(Fj,
pi)
∀aj ∈ •F , update connection(aj, F ′)
∀ak ∈ F• update connection(F ′, ak)

V. EVALUATION OF THE APPROACH

This section presents the properties of our change prop-
agator. Given a well-behaved structural update on the cen-
tralized process model and the derived decentralized sub-
processes, our approachautomates the change forward prop-
agationthat consistently transforms the update on the source
into the related target partitions, as presented in SectionIV.
Then we show the applicability of our approach by reviewing
the motivating example and presenting an implementation.

A. The properties of the approach

In order to describe this approach following our work in
[16] and defined in definitions 1 and 6, theprocess partition-
ing is a total function of the typedec : P → {Ps}

s∈S that
takes a source centralized process inP = (O, D, Ec, Ed, S)
and produces a target set of decentralized partitionsPs =
(Os,Ds, Ecs, Eds) wheres ∈ S. It establishes aconsistency
relation, denotedC ⊆ P ×{Ps}

s∈S between the source and
the target process models. This relation captures the mapping
between the centralized process logic inP and the (same)
decentralized process logic described in{Ps}s ∈ S. Since
our decentralization algorithm is idempotent as we have
presented in [2]: it can be applied multiple times without
changing the result, thenC is a total function.

Now, consider a source centralized process modelp ∈ P
and a target partition setdec(p) that are consistent with
respect to the relationC, i.e., (p, dec(p)) ∈ C means that

p was previously decentralized todec(p). Given a source
changeδP that altersp to δP(p), the problem is to translate
the well-behaved change of the source processδP into a
well-behaved changes on the target partitions(δPs

)s∈S ,
such that the application of both updates results in consistent
process models. The change propagator that provides this
function is of the typeprop : P × ∆P × {Ps}

s∈S →
{Ps}

s∈S . For p ∈ P , δP ∈ ∆P and dec(p) ∈ {Ps}
s∈S , it

determines(δPs
)s∈S ∈ ∆PS

and then computes the changes
on the partitions(δPs

)s∈S such that the updated models
are consistent, i.e.,(δP(p), (δPs

(dec(p)))s∈S ) ∈ C . We
use ∆P : P ⇀ P and ∆PS

: {Ps}s ∈ S ⇀ {Ps}
s∈S

as an abbreviation for the update types respectively on the
processes and on the partitions. They represent the space
of all partial functions describing the changes on each of
the centralized and decentralized process models and which
can be described by productions, i.e. the change operation
defined in Section IV.

In our semantics, a process and its decentralization result
(i.e., the derived partitions) are specified with graphs as
introduced in Section II. Then, a change on a process implies
a modification on the graph structure which can be expressed
by graph rewriting rules [17]. Formally, given a graphG, a
graph rewriting rule (i.e., also called production) consists of
injective morphisms of the formδG : L → R that transform
a source graphL into a target graphR. In order to apply
this rewrite rule to the initial graphG, a matchm : L → G
is needed to specify which part ofG is being updated.
Then, the application ofδG to G via a matchm for δG is
uniquely defined by the graph rewritingG ⇒δG ,m H. This
rule application induces a co-matchm′ : R → H which
specifies the embedding ofR in the result graphH. For
more details on the so calledforward satisfactionassociated
to the graph rewriting refer to [17]. Generally, the problem
of a graph rewriting technique is that it is considered to be
undecidable. However, if its meets certain criteria, then,we
can conclude that it is terminating and locally confluent.

Firstly, the most important criteria is the change propa-
gation correctness: a graph-based change propagator must
return consistent process models. In this paper, we suppose
that when applying a rewriting rule to a given graphG, it
is enough to consider the case where the morphisms that
matchesL to G is injective [18], and that the matchm is a
total label-preserving, type-preserving and root-preserving
[17] graph morphism. However, to be correctly applied,
the productions must satisfy the structural consistency of
the centralized process constraints. Note that we assume
the well-behavedeness of the updates propagated by the
designers. It means that the graph production on a central-
ized process is consistent with the behavioral requirements,
and after the production the process remains structured.
Moreover, the fragment or process partitioning preserves by
definition the well-behaved process semantic. Secondly, a
fundamental law is that the change propagation should be



deterministic [19]: for each centralized process model input
there is a unique decentralization result. In our case, the
change propagator is modeled by a mathematical function. It
means that given the same pair of the centralized and its de-
centralized models, and a finite set of changes (i.e., bounded
within the SESE fragment) on the source centralized process
model, our propagator produces the same changes on the
target partitions.

Finally, our propagator takes as a parameters the previous
decentralization, i.e.,(p, dec(p)) ∈ C, and the update of the
source processδP . In order to adaptdec(p) the potential
changes induced byδP , and rather than executing the decen-
tralization afresh on the entire updated centralized process
model, i.e., dec(δP(p)), our change propagator enforces
an in-place synchronization betweenδP(p) and dec(p) by
translating the updatesδP into well-behaved target updates
(δPs

)s∈S to get (δPs
(dec(p)))s∈S ) consistent withδP(p).

The change translationcan be seen as a partial function
of the type ∆P ⇀ ∆T . The reason is that in the case
where δP is small, generally, it corresponds to a small
update of the partitions:(δPs

)s∈S , and the performance
savings for those computations are expected to be high in
comparison with adiff-based method [20], [17]. Taking into
account a fragment in the source processp and a fragment
in the previously obtained partitionsdec(p), the effort to
determine(δPs

)s∈S with the partition identificationand to
compute (δPs

(dec(p)))s∈S should be much less than to
apply a new decentralizationdec(δP(p)) and adiff between
the new result and the previousdec(p). The speedup of this
incremental decentralization and the partitions adaptation to
change results in a reasonable decoupling from the processes
and partitions size [21].

B. Proof of concepts prototype

The change propagatorhas been successfully imple-
mented and integrated with our previous development of the
partitioning algorithm[2] as an extension to a BPMN Editor
[22]. This BPMN editor is based on a graph visualization
library, and it is used to model a source centralized process
model, for instance the structured process of Figure 1. After
applying ourpartitioning algorithm, we obtain the partitions
depicted in Figure 2 using the graph library. Moreover, we
have developed a filter that logs the process model editing
operations presented in Section IV. Actually, the specifica-
tion of the entry and the exit of a fragment is performed
manually, for example as depicted in Figure 3, but it can
be easily automated. Thechange propagation algorithmis
implemented in theDROOLS[23] inference engine, and it
automatically computes the graph editing operation sequence
that manipulates the partitions. The experimental resultsare
encouraging, but still needs to be validated in a real-scale
case. We refer the reader to [21] for further discussions on
the scalability measurements of a similar incremental model
synchronization technique.

VI. RELATED WORK

Several issues related to change management have been
addressed in business process management, and workflow
literature [24], [25], [26]. These proposals deal with adaptive
process management. For instance, the ADEPT proposal
enables controlled changes at the process type as well as
the process instance level [9]. The authors, present a formal
foundation for the support of dynamic structural changes of
running workflow WF instances. Based upon a formal WF
model (ADEPT). They also define a set of change operations
(ADEPTflex) that support users in modifying the structure
of a running WF.

In [8], Van der Aalst and Jablonski present important
issues related to process changes and discuss organizational
structures. In [11], the authors motivate the need for the
controlled change of organizational models. In particular,
they present different adaptations models to be supported
by respective components (e.g. to extend, reduce, replace,
and re-link model elements).

Alanen and Porres describe in [20] an algorithm to com-
pute elementary change operations. In [27], Kolovos et al.
describe the Epsilon merging language. The latter is used to
specify how models are merged. Kelter et al. present in [28]
a generic model differencing algorithm. In [29], Cicchettiet
al. propose a metamodel for the specification and detection
of syntactical and semantical conflicts. Rinderle et al. [14]
have studied disjoint and overlapping process model changes
in the context of the problem of migrating process instances.

All the mentioned approaches, address change adaptation
in a centralized process. They also deal, with how to
dynamically adapt running instances to changes. This, may
be complementary to our work.

In the decentralized setting, [14] presents a formal model
for a distributed workflow change management (DWFCM)
that uses a rules topic ontology and a service ontology to
support the needed run-time flexibilty. A system architecture
and the workflow adaptation process are presented. The
approach aims to generate a new workflow that is migration
consistent with the original workflow. This work is different
from our proposal, since they do not seek to propagate a
pre-defined changes on a centralized process to that on the
derived partitions. Their work is more focused on run-time
adaptation using the migration rules.

In [16] the authors present a unidirectional model in-
cremental transformation approach. Its central contribution
is the definition and the realization of an automatic syn-
chronizer for managing and re-establishing the structural
consistency of heterogeneous source and target models.
From a design-time perspective, an evolution describes the
update on model’s internal structures that can be assimilated
to a graph. They express the model evolutions and their
transformation using conditional graph rewriting techniques.



VII. C ONCLUSION

Lifecycle support of BPM solutions is becoming more
and more important. In order to achieve the goals of BPM
implementation, it is required to support process analysisand
improvement, which necessitates a framework for managing
business process changes. In this paper, we have presented
an approach to adapt decentralized orchestrations to changes
specified on the corresponding centralized process. The
proposed approach is based on three change patternsInsert,
Update and Delete. The method consists in partitioning
the fragment to change into sub-fragments, which in turn,
are integrated into the corresponding partitions. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work that takes on
changes adaptation in decentralized composite web services.
Evidently, there are some limitations inherently implied
by the usage of only the structured processes. Thus, as a
perspective we further to extend our approach to handle non-
structured processes. Moreover, the introduced operations
can be composed to give rise to process update types with
enhanced semantics for the users (e.g., move of fragment,
refactoring of fragments: splitting and merging). However,
we restricted our presentation to the structural correctness.
The integration of our update translation operator in a pre-
viously developedATLAS Transformation Languagechain
[30] for the Eclipse SOA Tools Platformis in development.
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